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Abstract

The proposed project is the continuation and generalization of the paper: Self-1

Compressing Neural Networks (1). The main contribution of the paper is a novel2

quantization-aware training (QAT) method. The approach can be used both to3

compress models during training, and to compress pretrained models. The ex-4

periments of the original paper were conducted on visual models (classification5

on CIFAR10 dataset), which I would extend and generalize to natural language6

processing models and tasks.7

1 Introduction8

Deep neural networks (DNNs) are a powerful tool that have shown unmatched performance in various9

tasks in computer vision, natural language processing and optimal control, to mention only a few. The10

high computational resource requirements, however, constitute one of the main drawbacks of DNNs,11

hindering their massive adoption on edge devices. With the growing number of tasks performed12

on edge devices, e.g., smartphones or embedded systems, and the availability of dedicated custom13

hardware for DNN inference, the subject of DNN compression has gained popularity. (2)14

The objective in the paper (1) was threefold: (1) to compress networks during training to realize15

benefits in training time; (2) to reduce the size of weight and activation tensors by eliminating16

redundant channels; and (3) to reduce the number of bits required to represent weights. The second17

and third points produce a smaller network expected to execute more efficiently on devices supporting18

variable bit depth weight formats. Despite being conceptually simple, the approach was effective and19

the authors demonstrate high compression rates on an example classification network.20

The main novelty in paper (1) was a differentiable quantization scheme, which is a representation of21

model weights x on a tunable but finite bit depth b and exponent of a floating-point representation e:22

q(x, b, e) = 2e
⌊
min(max(2−ex,−2b), 2b − 1)

⌉
(1)

Where ⌊.⌉ is the rounding function which rounds to nearest integer with ties to nearest even. The23

quantization works for continuous b, e parameters, which allows to apply standard learning methods.24

2 Related Work25

Quantization-aware training (QAT) is both a relatively old concept (3), and an active research area (4).26

While the proposed work aims to bridge multiple research areas: low bit depth neural networks(5),27

QAT(6; 4; 3), and induced sparsity (particularly channel pruning)(7).28
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3 Visual DNN Results29

The main results of the method on visual tasks are demonstrated in figures 1, 2:30

Figure 1: Style transfer results on pretrained model: the results of the original and proposed com-
pressed model are hardly distinguishable. Source: Szabolcs Cséfalvay’s blog post

(a) Accuracy-Network size relation (b) Network size shrinking during training

Figure 2: Compression during training. Source: Szabolcs Cséfalvay’s blog post

4 Language Models31

The proposed self compressing method is model agnostic, therefore it could by applied to language32

models as well. (An example for an already existing technique is Alpha Tuning (8))33

5 Outline of the Proposed Project34

• Reproduction:35

– Reproducing the results on a ResNet-v2 50(9; 10)(Implemented in PyTorch)36

– trained and tested on CIFAR 10 (11)37

• Extension:38

– Possibility I:39

* Self compressed BERT (12) (Implemented in PyTorch)40

* trained on Wikipedia data set e.g. WikiText-241

– Possibility II:42

* Self compressed RoBERTa (13) (Implemented in PyTorch)43

* trained on Goodreads Dataset (14; 15)44

2

https://blog.imaginationtech.com/low-precision-inference-using-distillation/
https://blog.imaginationtech.com/self-compressing-neural-networks
https://www.cs.toronto.edu/~kriz/cifar.html
https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/model_doc/bert
https://paperswithcode.com/dataset/wikitext-2
https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/model_doc/roberta
https://github.com/MengtingWan/goodreads
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